
ADOPTION AGREEMENT 

DOG’S NAME:_____________________                                                    DATE:________________________________ 

DESCRIPTION:_________________________              SEX:____________   AGE:________________ 

I/we______________________, agree to treat this animal humanely, to take it to a veterinarian if it becomes sick or injured and 

to obtain annual booster shots for protection against distemper and parvo. I/we agree to have yearly veterinary exams as 

preventative medicine, even when there are no symptoms. 

I/we agree to keep an identification tag on my dog 24/7. The I.D. should have the street address, city, zip code and two phone 

numbers. 

I/we agree to obey the county leash laws and not allow the dog to run at large in any unfenced area even where it is legal. 

I/we agree to make every effort to find the dog it it becomes lost, including frequent visits to the county animal shelters were the 

dogs are euthanized after four days holding time. I/we agree to post signs within the six block area and to run lost ads in local 

newspapers and on www.craigslist.com. 

I/we agree to inform FCIA of any change of address in or out of state, and if at any time I/we cannot keep this dog, I/we will 

contact FCIA at fciaadoptions@aol.com, fciahelpspets@gmail.com   (619-466-9137). This dog will not be given to a shelter or to 

any other individual. 

I understand that FCIA, THE FOUNDATION FOR THE CARE OF INDIGENT ANIMALS, is a nonprofit volunteer organization. I/we 

agree to release hold harmless and forever discharge FCIA, its director, officers, members, agents, and employees from any and 

all claims and demands whatsoever arising from my/our adoption of this pet. This agreement supersedes any prior agreement or 

representations regarding the pet. 

I/we understand that no warranties, either expressed or implied, are made regarding: 

1.  The breed and age of the pet. 

2. The health or medical history of the pet. 

3. Whether the pet has been inoculated for any diseases. 

4. The personality or disposition of the pet. 

5. The appropriateness of the pet for the owner or owners’ family. 

This agreement shall be binding for the new owner(s), the new owners’ family and all members of the new owner(s) household. 

NEW OWNER(S)’ SIGNATURE(S):____________________________________________________ 

CURRENT ADDRESS:_____________________________________________________________ 

PHONE NUMBER:_______________________________________________________________ 

COST OF PET:_____________________________________ 

Cost covers: neutering or spaying, rabies, shots, worming, personal I.D. tag and 5-in-1 shot (distemper, hepatitis, leptospirosis, 

parainfluenza and parvo). Some dogs are licensed, some dogs have I.D. chips implanted in their neck. 

FOUNDATION FOR THE CARE OF INDIGENT ANIMALS 

PLEASE CALL (619) 466-9137 ANYTIME 
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